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Zax should be training to pilot a fighter with his best friend Kalare, but instead he defied the Flight

Boss and his career is in the toilet. His new job managing sewage in Waste Systems may be

disgusting and boring, but it allows him time to become adept with his Plug and study the Ship's

infrastructure. It also exposes Zax to civilians for the first time in his life as he works closely with

Imair and befriends eight-year-old Nolly.A year-long period of civilian unrest, which started when

Zax revealed his discovery of an unknown spacecraft from Earth, finally erupts into full-blown

revolution. He is thrust into the middle of the rebellion, alongside longtime friends and enemies,

where his special talents make the difference between life and death. Zax eventually puts himself

into a position where he can rocket back to the top of the Leaderboard and restore his career -- at a

price.
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Revolution continues the adventure that Aubin began with Landfall, and pulls us deeper into Zax's

reality--now looking much less bright due to his decision to stand up to the Flight Boss after learning



some very troubling secrets. In this volume we learn more about the civilian unrest on the Ship, and

watch Zax as he struggles once again to determine which side the Flight Boss is really on. Another

page turner! I can't wait for Book 3.

The concept for this series is good but character development is poor. The character interactions

lack any relationship to reality. The people are exceptionally dense and simple. After the first story I

hoped it would get better. It didn't. I won't continue the series.

My son LOVED this book! He read Revolution (as well as Book 1 in the series, Landfall) in a matter

of days - he couldn't put either book down. He's a science fiction junkie of all flavors - from Dune to

Star Wars, he's read it all - and loved the plot, the characters, and the detailed writing. He thought

the creativity of the ideas was cool and exciting, and said that the book is unlike any other book he's

ever read before. Five stars!

Revolution continues the adventure that Aubin began with Landfall, and pulls us deeper into Zax's

reality--now looking much less bright due to his decision to stand up to the Flight Boss after learning

some very troubling secrets. In this volume we learn more about the civilian unrest on the Ship, and

watch Zax as he struggles once again to determine which side the Flight Boss is really on. Another

page turner! I can't wait for Book 3.

Solid follow-up to the first book. Zax has to join forces with his old nemesis to survive a cataclysmic

event that could change the Ship forever. The plot twists and turns and hints at a lot more going on

underneath the surface than what you see at first glance. Looking forward to the next one!

Well written, imaginative, non simply a regurgitation of tired scifi themes like you find in some

novels; contains some unexpected twists (doubly unexpected in most novels nowadays), good

development of characters that you both care about and some you dislike. Reasonable well edited

with only a few typos or mistakes found to distract. An entertaining and solid read that leaves me

looking forward to the next installment!

Revolution is the second chapter in The Ship series, and our protagonist, Zax, is dealing with the

fallout from his paradigm shifting discovery in Landfall. This time we get a deeper look into the ship's

universe, and it's not all pretty. It's dark, gritty, and the characters are never quite what you expect.



So far, the series is a compelling mix of Ender's Game, Harry Potter, and Terry Gilliam's Brazil - I

love it. My only disappointment is that the next chapter in the series isn't available yet.

This book has definitely kept me entertained by developing the plot even further with different

perspectives from Zax. Seeing The plot thicken kept me enthralled in the brilliant writing and scify

knowledge made sure I could not put the book down. That is a great feat due to the fact that in my

room with a computer and magic cards I was never tempted to set the book down and do something

else, I can't wait for book 3.
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